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Iowa State Student Government Adviser 
Alex Krumm recently took down a photo 
from his Instagram page that shows his face 
painted black.
The photo was posted March 29, 2015, 
with the caption “#throwbacksunday? 
Mime at Wartburg in 2008? I think was 
‘08 anyway…”
During his time enrolled at Wartburg 
College, Krumm participated in a production 
of “ e Wartburg Mime” where he painted 
his face a variety of colors, including black.
“The Wartburg Mime” is a play that 
“depicts stories from the bible, many cen-
tering around Jesus and his life,” according 
to the 2009 Wartburg College Yearbook.
In 2009, Wartburg College’s yearbook fea-
tured a section titled “Mime” that featured 
multiple performers including Krumm, who 
had yellow, green, blue and red paint on his 
face in a photo.
“Although no words were spoken, the 
actions spoke a powerful message,” accord-
ing to the 2009 Wartburg College Yearbook. 
“Many audience members felt that the silence 
made each movement more meaningful.”
Krumm has not responded to a request for 
comment about the situation.
Student Government President Austin 
Graber said the matter is out of his control 
and cannot comment.
Senior Vice President of Student A airs 
Martino Harmon said the situation was an 
internal matter and he cannot comment.
Dean of Students Vernon Hurte was out 
of the office and could not respond to a 
request for comment.
A recent press release from earlier this 
month brought light to the issue of sub-
stance abuse and the lack of treatment in 
young adults.
 e Oct. 16 press release written by Angela 
Hunt, interim director of media relations, 
highlighted the prevalence of substance use 
disorders (SUD) in young adults and the sta-
tistics behind frequencies of these disorders.
 e study this press release is based around 
was one conducted by Brooke Arterberry, 
assistant professor of psychology, and col-
leagues Sean Esteban McCabe, co-direc-
tor of the University of Michigan Center 
for the Study of Drugs, Alcohol, Smoking 
and Health; Carol Boyd and Brady West of 
University of Michigan; and Ty Schepis of 
Texas State University. Schepis looked at not 
only the frequency of SUDs in young adults 
as a whole, but also the possible di erences 
in those same disorders between college-en-
rolled young adults and their peers who were 
not in college, out of a sample of slightly 
above 3,000.
“ is is the ¢ rst study to examine the preva-
lence, remission and treatment associated with 
‘Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders-5’ (DSM-5) SUDs among young 
adults,” Arterberry said.
The group of researchers collected their 
data through analysis of a survey conducted 
from 2012 to 2013 called the National 
Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol Related 
Conditions III (NESARC III.) According 
to the ¢ nal o¥  cial report of the NESARC 
III, this survey was the fourth in a series of 
national surveys conducted by the National 
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism 
to gather data pertaining to alcohol use and 
disorders and related physical and mental 
disabilities.
 e results of this study showed a large por-
tion of young adults with an SUD at any point 
in their lifetime did not receive treatment for 
their disorder and were not likely to establish 
successful remission of their disorder. In fact, 
only approximately one in 100 students are 
able to achieve this result and stop using sub-
stances after the development of a disorder.
While the presence of at least one reported 
DSM-5 SUD was two in every ¢ ve partici-
pants in the last year, an additional one out of 
six of those young adults reported su ering 
from multiple DSM-5 SUDs in that same 
time frame, according to Arterberry’s study.
“ is study is important because substance 
use disorders are most prevalent during young 
adulthood,” Arterberry said. “Few studies have 
examined di erences in DSM-5 substance use 
disorders between college and non-college 
peers. Additionally, we examined the preva-
lence of remission and treatment associated 
with DSM-5 substance-speci¢ c — alcohol 
use disorder — SUDs and multiple DSM-5 
SUDs — alcohol and cannabis use disorders. 
We wanted to start addressing the effects 
of multiple SUDs, as multiple SUDs have a 
more persistent course and treatment can be 
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KURE Fest to bring local talent
While festival season may have technically 
ended two months ago, concert-loving Iowa 
State students and Ames residents can look 
forward to the ninth annual KURE Fest on 
Friday.
Attendees can expect bittersweet lyrics and 
happy wallets, as the festival will not have an 
admission fee this year. Doors to the festival 
will open at 6 p.m. Friday in the Great Hall 
of the Memorial Union.
Peach Pit, a Canadian indie pop group, is 
this year’s headlining act. Their set will be 
preceded by performances from local acts 
Elizabeth Moen, Gloom Balloon and Field 
Division.
Raegan Ner vig, the  KURE genera l 
BY GABBY.LUCAS
@iowastatedaily.com
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Study looks at substance disorders
BY MORGAN.ZMOLEK
@iowastatedaily.com
IOWA STATE DAILY
A study on substance abuse found a connection between young adults and a lack of treatment.
StuGov adviser 
takes down photo of 
face painted black
BY ISD STAFF
 SUBSTANCE  PG8
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Sudoku 
by  the Mepham Group
Complete the grid so each row, column 
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains 
every digit, 1 to 9. 
For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, 
visit www.sudoku.org.uk
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POLICE BLOTTER
CALENDAR
10.22.19 
Kimberly Dawn Bettis, age 55, of 180 Fountian 
View Dr. - Ames, Iowa, was arrested and charged 
with domestic assault with injury, simple/serious 
assault at 180 Fountian View Drive (reported at 
2:11 p.m.).
10.23.19
Paul Blake Dunbar, age 48, of Ames, Iowa, was 
arrested and charged with criminal tresspassing 
with injury, destruction/damage/vandalism at 715 
S Du  Avenue (reported at 1:44 a.m.). 
10.24.19 
Conference: Women Who Create, Econom-
ics Development Core Facility at 8:30 a.m. The 
Women Who Create Conference o ers a full day 
of workshops and speakers aimed at support-
ing women entrepreneurs (8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.), 
followed by the SheTalks community cocktail re-
ception that will showcase six inspiring storytellers 
(4:30-6:30 p.m.).
Workshop: Preparing E ective Award 
Nominations, Pioneer Room, Memorial Union 
at 9 a.m. Gain insights into the best practices of 
successful nominations and how to avoid the most 
common errors and pitfalls in your preparation. 
Presenter: Kirsten Abel, faculty honors and awards 
coordinator, provost’s o  ce.
Caterpillar Club, Reiman Gardens at 10 a.m. 
Join us weekly this winter for our popular Early 
Childhood Development program featuring stories 
and creative activities around a nature-based 
theme.
Open Access Week: ‘The Price is High’ 
game, Parks Library at 1 p.m. Have you ever 
wondered what it costs the university to get you 
access to the thousands of books and journals we 
subscribe to online? Try to  gure it out in this game 
created to celebrate Open Access Week. Candy and 
prizes available.
Presentation: The State of Iowa State 
Athletics, Reiman Ballroom, ISU Alumni Center 
at 2 p.m. Athletics director Jamie Pollard is in his 
14th year at Iowa State. His talk is hosted by the 
ISU Retirees Association and is open to the public. 
Refreshments will be available at 1:30 p.m. 
Workshop: Data Sharing 101, Parks Library 
at 3:30 p.m. The sharing of research data is a vital 
component of open science. It is a process that 
works in tandem with publishing by providing 
access to the data that underlies and supports 
research results. This workshop covers the best 
practices for data sharing including how to prepare 
a dataset for sharing and what to expect during 
review.
Yell Like Hell
Second cuts of Yell Like Hell took place Wednesday on Central Campus. Yell Like Hell is a 
multi-round competitive event between greek chapters.
FEATURE PHOTO
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The Iowa State Daily welcomes comments 
and suggestions or complaints about errors 
that warrant correction. 
To submit a correction, please contact our 
editor at 515-294-5688 or via email at editor@
iowastatedaily.com.
19 Source of many dialogues
20 Big name in game shows
22 FDR power program
23 Longing
24 Circle
27 Prohibition at the Ivory soap 
factory?
32 __ ghanouj: eggplant dish
35 Theoretical foreigners, brie y
36 Declaim
37 Twist et al.
39 Compact containers?
41 It rarely happens at home
42 Equinox mo.
43 “__ you be my neighbor?”: Mr. 
Rogers
44 Pre-law classroom exercise?
48 1993 Disney acquisition
49 More, in Morelia
52 Spice
55 Daredevil Knievel
56 “Awake in the Dark” author
58 Waiting to buy tickets, say
60 Bad place to be shipwrecked?
63 Allows
64 Sermon topic
65 Making waves, perhaps
66 Excites
67 Geometry shortening
68 Go down
1 __ hour
2 Rousseau’s “__, or On Education”
3 Duke of Cornwall’s wife, in 
Shakespeare
4 Back then, back when
5 Delight
6 Fish with no pelvic  n
7 Seismograph readings
8 __ belt
9 Legislative decision
10 Season, in a way
11 Height meas.
12 Day song word
15 Baby bug
17 Rent
21 Little League starters?
25 “Oh, when will they __ learn?”: 
Seeger lyric
26 November honorees
27 Maritime
28 “Gone With the Wind” feature
29 “Aladdin” parrot
30 “... with __-foot pole!”
31 For fear that
32 Bartlett cousin
33 Musical range
34 Jessica of “Total Recall” (2012)
38 Halogens, e.g.
39 Lysol target
40 Samoan port
42 Most hackneyed
45 Hosts
46 Poetic preposition
47 Dorothy Hamill maneuver
49 Soccer star Lionel who won the 
Ballon d’Or each of the last four 
years
50 “Stormy Weather” composer
51 Salisbury __
52 Sharp turns
53 Memo start
54 Blueprint
57 Decision clouder
59 Great Lakes st.
61 Through
62 Place to retire
Crossword
1 “__ goes!”
5 Runway model?
8 Brewery shipments
13 U.S. citizen
14 “Come __ the sea, / Maiden with 
me”: Thomas Moore
15 Area
16 Porky’s jacket and tie?
18 Hunter’s trophy
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Front page weather courtesy of the American Meteorological Society.
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Cyclones took the stage 
Wednesday evening to show-
case their skills at CyFactor, Iowa 
State’s student variety show.
CyFactor is a little different 
from more traditional home-
coming festivities. CyFactor gives 
students the opportunity to show-
case their talent at an all-inclusive 
variety show, which is similar to 
the “X Factor” competition televi-
sion show. It doesn’t matter if you 
prefer to sing, dance, try stand-up 
or play an instrument, all acts are 
welcome to audition.
is event is one of Iowa State’s 
longest-standing Homecoming 
traditions, made possible by the 
Student Alumni Association.
“The reason this event began 
was to have something that 
really showcased student talent, 
a little different from Yell Like 
Hell — where it is more about 
stomping, screaming — CyFactor 
is auditioned for, and a single 
victor is selected,” said Chandra 
Bolin, senior in marketing and 
Homecoming co-director.
CyFactor auditions were on 
Oct. 8 and 15 acts auditioned. 
Of the 15, five were selected 
to perform in the final round 
Wednesday evening at the 
M-Shop. All of the acts selected 
this year were vocalists, either solo 
performers or duets.
Julie Brissette, sophomore in 
animal ecology, was the rst vocal-
ist to take the stage Wednesday 
evening. She covered the song 
“At Last” by Etta James. She had 
friends in the audience who were 
there to support her as well.
“Julie did amazing, and we’re 
here to support her,” said Danielle 
Jarosz, sophomore in communica-
tion studies.
e performances consisted of 
original songs, solo covers and an 
acapella ensemble.
The winner of CyFactor is 
decided upon by three judges 
based on a points system. The 
three judges are faculty members 
who were asked to volunteer for 
any of the Homecoming events 
on campus. e judges took about 
15 minutes to come to a decision, 
which was not an easy one.
“ey’re all very talented and 
they’re all wonderful; it’s always 
dicult to make a decision like 
this,” said John Flemming, an 
Iowa State alumnus and one of 
the three judges.
Acapella ensemble “Hymn 
and Her” took third place, Adam 
Kukielski, freshman in industrial 
engineering, took second place, 
and rst place went to Zareon.
Using the pseudonym Zareon, 
Mason Weh, senior in liberal stud-
ies, sang and performed “Surere” 
by John Legend on the piano, 
which secured him rst place.
Weh will have the opportunity 
to perform at the Homecoming 
pep rally Friday evening. He is 
planning on performing, but said 
he’s still shocked to have taken 
first place. Weh said he had his 
friends to thank for motivating 
him to audition for Cy-Factor in 
the rst place.
“A couple of my friends said, 
‘dude, you’re really talented,’ and 
I just decided I was gonna do it,” 
Weh said.
Joe Biden is the frontrunner in the 
Democratic Party’s presidential primary, 
according to the RealClearPolitics poll-
ing average.
Biden currently leads Elizabeth 
Warren by a margin of roughly six per-
cent and has been in the lead the majority 
of the time he has been in the race.
Biden has years of experience under 
his belt. He was rst elected to the Senate 
in 1972, and he was the sixth youngest 
senator in American history. He resigned 
to assume the position of vice president 
to President Barack Obama.
James McCormick, professor of polit-
ical science, said he believes Biden’s 
moderate stance as well as his history in 
government could make him appealing 
to Iowa voters come caucus night.
“He is a known quantity in terms of 
what some of his policy positions have 
been,” McCormick said. “In the current 
eld he is a more moderate Democrat 
than some of the other candidates. I 
think it appeals to a certain segment of 
Democratic activist. It also has an appeal 
to more independent voters and even 
some crossover Republican voters that 
may not be happy with President Trump. 
He really has an electability quality that 
is probably the major factor [people have 
in] supporting his candidacy, as well as 
his experience in government.”
This is something candidates such 
as Warren attacked him for during the 
October debate. Obama left the White 
House with fairly high approval ratings, 
but omas Kracl, freshman in pre-ar-
chitecture, said he believes this is some-
thing that could turn away voters.
“I feel like he stumbles around a lot, 
and [tries] to ride o¤ a lot of Obama’s 
successes,” Kracl said.
However, Kracl said he believes Biden’s 
experience and the work he has put in 
with the Democratic and Republican 
parties could put him ahead of other 
candidates.
“In Nebraska we really value reach-
ing across the aisle, and he has shown 
he can do that,” Kracl said. “I think 
we need someone to pull the country 
together, and I think he could do that. 
He can get people from both sides like 
the ‘never-Trump’ Republicans, moderate 
Democrats and skeptical progressives.”
Although Biden continues to dom-
inate the national polls, Dhruv Raturi, 
graduate student in materials science and 
engineering, said he believes Biden does 
not resonate with students at Iowa State.
“His policies are not the most pro-
gressive, and that is reflective of how 
unenthusiastic Iowa State [students are] 
when it comes to Joe Biden,” Raturi 
said. “I think that is something that will 
continue into the large discourse if and 
when he advances, which it seems very 
likely he will.”
Jo Ann Zimmerman, the rst woman to serve 
as lieutenant governor of Iowa, died late Tuesday 
at the age of 82.
Elected prior to reforms in Iowa to elect the 
governor and lieutenant governor on the same 
ticket, Zimmerman, a Democrat, served along-
side Republican Gov. Terry Branstad in his rst 
stint as governor.
Prior to serving as lieutenant governor, 
Zimmerman was elected to the Iowa House of 
Representatives in 1982.
Gov. Kim Reynolds ordered §ags to be low-
ered to half-sta¤ around the state ursday and 
Friday in honor of Zimmerman and issued a 
statement Wednesday following Zimmerman’s 
death.
Reynolds was elected as the rst female gov-
ernor of Iowa in 2018.
“Jo Ann blazed a trail for others to follow,” 
Reynolds said in a statement.
“As a nurse, school board member, legisla-
tor and lt. governor, she led with a caring heart 
and with a true passion for public service. Our 
thoughts and prayers go out to her family and 
loved ones.”
The current lieutenant governor of Iowa, 
Adam Gregg, said in a tweet he is “saddened” 
to hear of the death of Zimmerman.
“Lt. Gov. Zimmerman’s life will be remem-
bered for the example of public service she leaves 
for all Iowans,” Gregg said in his tweet.
e Iowa Democratic Party Chair Troy Price 
also released a statement eulogizing Zimmerman 
on Wednesday.
“Jo Ann Zimmerman wil l  r ightful ly be 
remembered as a historic Iowa leader,” Price 
said in the statement. “As the first woman to 
hold the oce of lieutenant governor at a time 
when the job was elected [independently] of the 
governor, she led the way for women and girls 
in every corner of the state, showing that they, 
too, can hold high oce in this state.”
After losing re-election in 1990, Zimmerman 
created the Democratic Activist Women’s 
Network to help elect other women to political 
oces throughout Iowa.
Rep. Marti Anderson, D-Des Moines, said in 
a Facebook post Zimmerman “never gave up on 
her dream” for women’s equality.
“[S]he did amazing things to make that dream 
true,” Anderson said in the post. “I will miss 
her dearly.”
Iowa’s first 
woman lt. 
governor 
dies at 82
COURTESY OF THE IOWA DEPARTMENT OF 
HUMAN RIGHTS
Jo Ann Zimmerman, Iowa’s rst woman lieutenant 
governor, died at the age of 82 Tuesday.
BY JAKE.WEBSTER
@iowastatedaily.com
Biden retains 
frontrunner 
status and 
broad appeal
BY KATHERINE.KEALEY
@iowastatedaily.com
JAKE WEBSTER/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Joe Biden speaks to a Des Moines Register sta member Aug. 8 at the Iowa State Fair.
CyFactor winner chosen
GARRETT HEYD/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Mason Weh, senior in liberal studies, played “Surefire” by John Legend for his first place performance at the 2019 CyFactor Talent 
Show on Oct. 23 in the M-Shop.
BY SYDNEY.NOVAK
@iowastatedaily.com
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Student Government was vis-
ited by Iowa State students to 
examine racism on campus, met 
with Ames City Council and 
funded club and organization 
requests at Wednesday night’s 
meeting.
Iowa State students addressed 
Student Government during the 
open forum to speak on recent 
controversies at Iowa State.
One case specially affected 
Liliana Delgado, junior in mathe-
matics, and recently caught atten-
tion from local news for being a 
victim of racist vandalism in Bean 
House within Georoy Hall.
Sen. Ian Searles said if Student 
Government is not ensuring stu-
dents’ safety, then it is failing as 
a Senate.
e students said they wanted 
to speak on options for col-
laboration between Student 
Government and other organi-
zations to feel more supported 
on campus.
“The collaborative effort 
is what ’s needed,” said John 
Campbell, graduate student in 
education. “Just because it is 
targeting students of color, does 
not make it solely the student of 
color problem. e commonality 
here is ‘student,’ it’s a ‘student’ 
problem, which makes it even 
more of a problem.”
Additionally, the Ames City 
Council met with Iowa State 
Student Government to discuss 
ideas about inclusive crosswalks, 
scooters for rent and the service 
of internet being provided by 
the city.
All topics were just under dis-
cussion and no new bills were 
passed during the meeting.
Student Government also met 
with a number of clubs and orga-
nizations requesting funding.
Gathering Everyone Nearby 
t o  Raucou s l y  En t e r t a i n , 
GENRE, is a music club that 
plays live at multiple venues 
throughout the community. e 
club was already funded through 
special allocations but did not 
have certainty on practice space 
to be funded originally. e club 
asked for $4,000 to fund the area.
The funding bill was passed 
with unanimous consent.
The Hockey Pep Band is 
a non-audition music group 
that entertains during Iowa 
State hockey games. e group 
requested $1,628.50 to fund 
a drum set, music books and 
music stands.
The funding bill was passed 
with unanimous consent.
Be the Match On Campus 
is a student organization that 
orchestrates bone marrow donor 
drives on campus and surround-
ing areas. The group asked for 
$60 to help fund advertising 
yers.
The funding bill was passed 
with unanimous consent.
For more information or to 
contact your senator, visit stugov.
iastate.edu. e senate meetings 
are open to the public at 7 p.m. 
Wednesdays in the Campanile 
Room of the Memorial Union.
Businesswomen and aspiring busi-
nesswomen alike have the opportunity 
to be a part of a conference where they 
can connect, be inspired and learn about 
other businesses owned by women.
e Women Who Create Conference’s 
purpose is to bring together women 
entrepreneurs and business owners, 
those who are aspiring to do so and 
individuals of all genders who support 
women entrepreneurs for a day of work-
shops and speakers with a goal to indi-
vidual businesses.
is event will take place from 8:30 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. ursday at the Iowa 
State Economic Development Core 
Facility at the Research Park, 1805 
Collaboration Place, Ames.
This event will take place for two 
main reasons, said Diana Wright, pro-
gram director for this conference. She 
said the £rst reason is to connect and 
to have women entrepreneurs from all 
across the state of Iowa together in one 
room in order to support other women 
entrepreneurs. She said the second 
reason was to encourage the growth 
of new women entrepreneurs in their 
endeavors.
“We want  to  suppor t  and grow 
women entrepreneurs in all that they 
are doing,” Wright said.
During this conference there will be 
workshops covering many topics such 
as money and why it matters when 
growing a business, followed by many 
other activities throughout the day.
There will also be a panel that will 
cover the state of women entrepre-
neurship, and there will be a keynote 
speaker, Sarah Grant, who is the owner 
and founder of “Sticks,” an object art 
and furniture company, during lunch.
Following the conference there will 
be a free event entitled “SheTalks” that 
is free to the public and is at 4:30 p.m.
ere will be six SheTalk presenta-
tions that are similar to a PechaKucha, 
where each presenter will have 20 slides, 
and have only 20 seconds to present 
each slide. All of the six of the speakers 
are women and will be speaking around 
the theme of women who create.
“This event is a story-telling event 
to celebrate women who create and 
how they create in their communities,” 
Wright said.
Wright said she is excited to hold the 
second Women Who Create Conference 
and SheTalk, in which there will be a 
sold out room that is £lled with many 
women and ideas coming together to 
talk about women and business.
Conference to 
celebrate and 
connect women 
in business
Two iconic structures on Iowa 
State’s campus will be recognized in 
concert this weekend.
The  “Be l l s  o f  I owa  S t a t e ” 
Anniversary Gala Concert celebrates 
the 120th anniversary of the Stanton 
Memorial Carillon and the 50th 
anniversary of Stephens Auditorium.
Also honored will be the 25th 
anniversary of the university car-
i l l onneur, T in-Sh i  Tam, the 
65th anniversary of the Stanton 
Memorial Carillon Foundation and 
the 50th anniversary of the Ames 
International Orchestra Festival 
Association (AIOFA).
This concert will feature per-
formances from campus groups, 
including the Iowa State Singers 
and Alumni Choir, the Iowa State 
University Symphony Orchestra 
and the Iowa State University Wind 
Ensemble.
Inside the beloved campanile 
hangs a series of 50 bells. These 
bells make up a musical instrument 
called a carillon. Not just anybody 
can climb up the narrow staircase to 
the top of the campanile and play 
these several hundred-pound bells. 
e talented individuals who can are 
called carillonneurs.
Iowa State’s £fth university car-
illonneur is Cownie Professor of 
Music Tin-Shi Tam. She was born 
in Hong Kong but has traveled all 
over the world — furthering her 
education and performing carillon 
recitals — even though she prefers 
to play our own Stanton Memorial 
Carillon.
“It’s a fantastic, fun career,” Tam 
said.”[Carillonneurs] have to travel 
to dierent places. You don’t know 
what to expect until you visit.”
Tam is also a member of the Guild 
of Carillonneurs in North America 
and a fellow of Trinity College of 
Music. She also released a CD titled 
“e Bells of Iowa State” in 2004.
“[Playing the carillon] intrigues 
my creative side,” Tam said.
She will celebrate her 25th anni-
versary as a staff member of Iowa 
State and perform alongside a live 
orchestra at the “Bells of Iowa State” 
Anniversary Gala Concert.
The bells of Iowa State were 
donated by an alumni named Edgar 
W. Stanton, who was within Iowa 
State’s £rst graduating class of 1872. 
Edgar W. Stanton remained an active 
part of Iowa State’s campus by teach-
ing, becoming the head of the depart-
ment of mathematics and acting as 
president on four dierent occasions.
He eventually married Margaret 
McDonald Stanton, Iowa State’s 
first Dean of Women. Upon his 
wife’s death in 1895, Edgar W. 
Stanton decided to create a lasting 
impact on Iowa State’s campus and 
donated the funding for 10 bells. At 
the time of his death in 1929, Edgar 
W. Stanton left funds for a playing 
console and an additional 26 bells. 
e Stanton Memorial Foundation 
was created in 1954 to provide resto-
ration to the carillon as well as fund 
any improvements. e foundation 
donated the remaining bells in 1956 
and 1967.
Stephens Auditorium is another 
monumental aspect of Iowa State 
University. It was built in 1969. 
In 2004, it was considered by the 
American Institute of Architects as 
the “building of the century” among 
300 other structures. Stephens is not 
only an architectural award-winner, 
but also a popular place to host con-
certs, plays and other performances 
for the Ames community.
Because of the inuential nature 
of the upcoming anniversaries, the 
performance pieces for the concert 
are just as historically relevant. Many 
selections from the £rst-ever show 
performed in Stephens Auditorium 
will be played.
ere is also a piece that has been 
previously performed between the 
carillon and the orchestra that will 
be recreated, with the addition of 
modern technological upgrades. To 
complement these nostalgic tunes, a 
carillon and orchestra musical piece 
has been commissioned to celebrate 
new milestones.
“We want to have everyone help us 
celebrate this milestone,” Tam said.
The  “Be l l s  o f  I owa  S t a t e ” 
Anniversary Gala Concert will 
be at 3 p.m. Sunday in Stephens 
Auditorium. Doors will open at 2:15 
p.m. ere will be a limited quantity 
of free student tickets with the pre-
sentation of an ISU ID Card.
Adults can purchase a ticket for 
$25 or reserve a seat for $50. To 
purchase a general admission or 
reserved seating ticket, visit the 
Iowa State Center ticket office or 
call (800)745-3000. Tickets are also 
available online at ticketmaster.com.
Honoring anniversaries with bells
‘Bells of Iowa 
State’ to honor 
buildings, 
carillonneur
IOWA STATE DAILY
Tin-Shi Tam will be honored for her 25th anniversary as university carillonneur at the “Bells of Iowa State” concert.
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COURTESY OF PAPPAJOHN CENTER FOR 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Sarah Grant will speak at the Women 
Who Create Conference on Thursday.
Addressing concern
CAITLIN YAMADA/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Business Senator Joshua Hanyang and CPC Senator Morgan Fritz.
StuGov hears 
campus 
climate worry
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Rachel Junck is going to be a great City Council member 
representing Ames’ Fourth Ward after she gets elected in 
November. Rachel was my student in AP U.S. History 
(APUSH) during her sophomore year at Ames High School. 
I wholeheartedly endorse Rachel for three reasons: she’s curi-
ous and knows how to learn, she thinks of leadership as service 
and her character qualies her to represent Iowa State students 
to the city of Ames.
What impressed me about Rachel as a high school student 
was that she would ask questions stemming from her curios-
ity rather than the “will this be on the test” syndrome. Every 
teacher knows that curious students are better than incurious 
ones. An essential quality for anyone learning to do anything is 
their desire to learn and become procient. Rachel is the kind 
of person who knows how to learn because her perseverance is 
driven by a curiosity that fosters problem solving skills.
During her senior year at Ames High School, Rachel served 
for two semesters as my teaching assistant (TA). Being my TA 
is no glorious post. She graded quizzes, helped keep my grade 
book up to date, made photocopies, typed tests and patiently 
helped me assess student writing (painful labor that is). I per-
sonally nd it remarkable that a senior in high school would 
volunteer to help a teacher manage their workload for no pay. 
What it shows about Rachel is that she understands that lead-
ership is service in a worthy cause. She understands the power 
of many of us working for the common good, especially now.
Rachel is currently an Iowa State student. ISU students 
are about half of the population of Ames and yet they have 
no voting representative on the Ames City Council. A large 
number of issues that are decided by City Council have direct 
impacts on ISU students. In our current hyper partisan environ-
ment where women are underrepresented, we need young, ener-
getic, highly motivated, non partisan women like Rachel who 
can learn on the job and persevere to solve problems. Rachel 
is going to be a great City Council member. I honestly think 
she is going to be a great U.S. Senator, but that is for another 
day. Please vote for Rachel Junck on Nov. 5.
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Welcome to spooky season, ladies 
and gentleman, where pumpkins glow 
and black birds crow, especially in the 
small town of Ames, Iowa!
e costumes and Halloween dec-
orations on the fraternity houses are 
not even the spookiest things I have 
seen thus far in October. is is what 
is spooky: students are running around 
like chickens with their heads cut o 
while plucking their feathers trying to 
get at the ticks.
Students, stop torturing yourselves. 
We are in the middle of the semester 
and thriving, but we are forgetting 
that we are in college because of us, 
our future and our opportunities. We 
are getting so caught up in midterms, 
grades and our studies that we are 
not taking enough care of ourselves. 
We keep plucking our own feathers 
and acting like chickens. You are not 
a chicken.
I am going to offer you a golden 
nugget for college: do it for you. We are 
told to do this and that and go here and 
there during this or that semester for 
this or that reason. We never do enough 
of what we want and it makes us mis-
erable. No one wants you to feel like 
you are a robot sent from who knows 
what universe to just do your duties. 
Our whole college careers are geared to 
make us as perfect as we can on a few 
pieces of paper, but that does not mean 
we have to bend over backward to do it.
e truth of the matter is that any 
employer, graduate program or Ph.D. 
program — given you have the correct 
qualications for the desired position 
— want to see passion and purpose in 
your activities. Your essays and inter-
view questions will naturally spit pas-
sion all over themselves as long as you 
love what you are doing.
If those requirements make you mis-
erable, it is completely ne to not want 
to go through with it. It is ne to say 
no. It is fine to change what you are 
doing. Some emotional sacrices are 
necessary and sometimes we have to 
do things we would not want to do, 
like possibly take organic chemistry or 
calc 2; however, make sure the ght is 
worth it.
Engineers, only take the intern-
ship or co-op if you truly feel it will 
benefit  you and make you happy. 
Medical school admirers, do attempt 
to publish (it is in fact a good idea), 
but chase the research if it helps your 
mental development and personal ful-
llment. If any of these sound appeal-
ing to you, then DO IT!
We are programmed to check off 
the list, to follow the plan, to prove 
to someone we are who they want. 
Passion is contagious. You do not have 
to follow the recommended set of tasks 
to the tee; just pour your energy into 
something. e passion will show itself. 
Give employers something they have 
not seen before and make a story out 
of it. Make a story so grand and thrill-
ing that they want to experience it, too. 
Let your passion drive you and let your 
purpose define you. I guarantee you 
will stop looking like a crazy chicken 
around campus. Do what you want to 
do and do it for you.
Between classes, first and second 
jobs, trying to get enough sleep and 
attempting to have a social life, self-
care is often thrown to the wayside for 
a lot of college students.
Taking “me time” is really good advice 
we often receive when life gets too 
stressful. It’s important to make time to 
take care of yourself, but it can be hard 
to understand what that fully means, 
what will benet you the most and what 
will actually make you feel better.
In society today, self-care is often por-
trayed by face masks, bubble baths, a big 
glass of wine and sleeping all day under 
a mountain of comfy, cozy blankets.
For some people, this is exactly what 
they need to take care of themselves. 
Taking care of yourself physically and 
pampering yourself can make you feel 
refreshed and taken care of. Especially 
if you don’t get much free time during 
the week, taking a nice long nap on the 
weekend or painting your nails with a 
new color may be exactly what you need 
to reenergize yourself.
However, this type of self-care isn’t 
what everyone needs. Sometimes, they 
need the exact opposite.
For some people, se l f-care i s  a 
little more pragmatic and realistic. 
Sometimes it ’s getting out of bed for 
the first time in 24 hours or taking 
a shower for the first time in a few 
days. It can be really easy to get into 
slumps and ignore our responsibilities, 
or maybe our mental health is making 
everyday tasks even harder than they 
should be.
Having a productive day lled with 
getting homework done, actually eating 
full meals and getting out of your dorm 
or apartment are methods of self-care 
that are just as important and valid as 
taking a day o to go shopping. Don’t 
let what self-care is portrayed as dic-
tate how you spend the precious few 
and far between moments you have to 
work on yourself.
At the end of the day, the best kind 
of self-care is what works best for you, 
and you don’t know what that is some-
times until you try. Whether it’s a laid 
back day of doing nothing or grinding 
in the library from sunrise to sunset, 
just remember to take time for nobody 
else but yourself.
While you are in relationships with 
other people, the most important rela-
tionship you are in is the one with 
yourself. And just like any other rela-
tionship, you need to dedicate time to 
keep it healthy.
COLUMN
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Junck’s dedication  
makes her qualified 
for Fourth Ward
Self-care means something 
different to every student
Do what you love
Passion with 
purpose leads 
to student 
success
IOWA STATE DAILY
Columnist Peyton Hamel believes students will nd success if they only go for the 
opportunities they can put true passion behind and draw happiness from. Hamel tells 
students to let their passion decide their path outside of rigid plans and checklists.
GRANT TETMEYER/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Ames City Council members conduct business at their 
meeting June 18. 
IOWA STATE DAILY
Editor-in-Chief Annie Wells urges col-
lege students to take time out of their 
busy lives to partake in self-care. 
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Big 12 media day is the dawning of 
the college basketball season for Iowa 
State fans and Midwestern basketball 
fans in general (non-Big Ten divi-
sion). is is my second-straight trip 
to Kansas City’s Sprint Center, and 
while it was pretty sleepy this year for 
the most part, there were a few small 
things at Wednesday’s event that 
caught my attention.
PROHM TO PROPEL OFFENSE
Iowa State knows it’s not fancied 
to do much in the Big 12 this season. 
Picked seventh and with four of its top 
six scorers gone, the Cyclones will not 
be as dynamic oensively as they were 
at times in 2018-19. The Cyclones 
shot poorly in a recent scrimmage 
against Minnesota, although by all 
accounts the defense was strong.
Co a c h  S t e v e  P r o hm  s a i d 
Wednesday the Cyclones have to 
nd a go-to scorer late in games, and 
shot selection is something the team 
still needs to work on.
“e biggest thing was, half of them 
were good looks and half of them 
weren’t good looks,” Prohm said. “On 
the ones that are not good looks, we’ve 
got to make the extra pass or we’ve got 
to have continuous ball reversal.”
The offensive woes the Cyclones 
had against the Golden Gophers 
might not show in full during the 
regular season, but the development 
of the offense is going to be inter-
esting to follow — especially given 
Prohm’s stated commitment to push-
ing the pace. 
Michael Jacobson’s oensive role is 
intriguing. He’ll play both frontcourt 
positions depending on the situation, 
which could leave the senior caught in 
two minds. Jacobson said he’s trying 
not to fall in love with the outside shot.
“I’m not worried about it; I think 
it’ll play itself out,” Jacobson said. “It’s 
all depending on matchups and how 
they guard us.”
NCAA MAKES RULE CHANGES
e rules session was easily the most 
interesting part of the morning. Big 12 
coordinator of men’s basketball o-
cials Curtis Shaw held a mid-morning 
breakdown of the NCAA rule changes 
taking aect in 2019-20. e confer-
ence wants to push back against the 
rise of the op in basketball.
Baylor guard Devonte Bandoo said 
Wednesday he would have to keep an 
eye on his motion when he feels he’s 
getting fouled, as the conference will 
crack down on “head bob” motions 
that exaggerate contact.
“e only thing I have trouble with 
is the head bob, I do that sometimes,” 
Bandoo said. “[In practice] every time 
coach [Scott Drew] sees me do it, it’s 
an automatic turnover.”
It’s an interesting rule change, but 
far more interesting to me is the con-
ference’s attempt to curtail traveling.
Shaw said referees will be held 
accountable if travels continue to be 
missed at the current rate.
“Traveling has been our worst call 
in college basketball the last ve or six 
years,” Shaw said. “We’re terrible at it.”
Tell us something we didn’t already 
know. Traveling is so bad in college 
basketball it would have been awful 
if the ocials didn’t change up their 
strategy for catching it. If they can 
enforce it in a game regularly, that 
would make me one happy reporter.
SOLOMON SPEAKS ON BILL
Iowa State forward Solomon Young 
had an interesting answer when asked 
about the Name, Image and Likeness 
bill passed in California recently. e 
redshirt junior was fully in favor of the 
bill, which would allow student-ath-
letes in the state to prot o of their 
image.
“I think a lot of players can benet 
from this,” Young said. “I think the 
NCAA makes millions o of us, and 
I feel like it would be fair for us to use 
that to our benet.”
Interesting comments from a player 
with a story of perseverance and over-
coming hardships — he has a lot of 
perspective.
How this situation plays out with 
multiple states putting forward similar 
bills will be fascinating to see.
KANSAS COACH TALKS ADIDAS
Shockingly, Kansas coach Bill Self 
was asked about the ongoing NCAA 
investigation into the Kansas pro-
gram’s relationship with Adidas (spe-
cically former Adidas consultant T.J. 
Gassnola) and whether the school 
provided impermissible benefits to 
players.
You’ll be surprised to hear he wasn’t 
relatively thrilled about it. But, he did 
express condence in keeping his job 
with the Jayhawks ahead of his 17th 
year with the program.
“I know that our chancellor and 
our athletic director, the basketball 
program, are totally aligned in this,” 
Self said. “ere’s been a lot of people 
[who] say certain things, which any-
body is entitled to opinion. Certainly 
you can’t be angry or bitter because 
people are writing and commenting 
on this.”
ere is a lot contributing to the success of 
a college sports team — an athlete’s athletic 
ability, a coach’s dedication to their players and 
the long hours of practice — but what many 
people don’t know about is the unsung heroes 
of the team: the managers.
Senior Jessi Storer and sophomore Jess 
Hartwig are the managers for the Iowa State 
swimming and diving team.
Storer and Hartwig are given many tasks 
throughout practices and during meets.
“I help time if Duane [Sorenson] and Kelly 
[Nordell] need help,” Storer said. “Sometimes 
the other manager and I clean up some areas 
or make it more organized, just to make every-
body’s life easier.”
They also fix things that may be broken, 
and are there for whatever the coaches need 
help with.
“ey help organize all of our swimsuits, swim 
caps, warm ups,” said coach Duane Sorenson. 
“Sometimes it’s a little bit of everything.”
Managers also travel with the team to away 
meets, help keep time at meets and film the 
meets or get the results. 
Sorenson said they also get splits at the meets. 
Splits are the time after every length, which is 
usually every 50 yards.
“Basically you’re timing the swimmers at the 
meet so they know when they come out, ‘ok I 
did really well on the rst three 50’s of my race 
but my fourth 50 was way o — that’s what I 
need to work on,’” Sorenson said.
Additionally, the managers help the athletes 
individually.
“ey usually time us in practice, which is 
really nice,” said sophomore swimmer Elynn 
Tan. “ey’re just nice to be around; whenever 
you need something, they help you out.”
Timing and quick runs to get water aren’t the 
only thing the managers do for the swimmers. 
ey can also be there to encourage and give 
advice, like Storer sometimes does.
“e upperclassmen when I was a freshman 
were always good about [giving advice],” Storer 
said. “I just want to be as useful as I can and 
helpful and encouraging, because that’s what 
I was given.”
Storer wasn’t always a manager. She was 
a swimmer her first two years at Iowa State, 
swimming the distance freestyle and buttery 
and the 400 individual medley.
She became a manager because after her 
sophomore season, she got hurt and was put 
on permanent medical, meaning she still had 
to be involved in athletics in some way to keep 
her scholarship.
“I’m still part of the team; I just can’t partici-
pate anymore because of my injury,” Storer said. 
“I kind of got put in the role of student coach/
manager, which has been really fun because 
I’ve been able to still be with my teammates 
every single day and help encourage them in a 
dierent way.”
Storer said although it’s tough at times to 
be around the sport but not be able to swim, it 
still helps in her transition to be there. She said 
it’s hardest at meets, especially when her races 
would come up, but she knows it’s what’s best 
for her and she likes to help the other swim-
mers do their best.
“It’s fun because I get to surround myself with 
everybody,” Storer said. “I swam for a club in 
high school, so this was my rst ‘team’ experi-
ence, so it’s been good getting close to the girls. 
It’s not that we’re just a team — we’re a family.”
Certain traits will allow a swim manager to be 
more successful and helpful than others.
“ey have to take initiative a lot of times,” 
Sorenson said. “ey have to have a good per-
sonality and can’t have an ego when people are 
asking for things.”
Although managers may not always have the 
most glamorous jobs to do, Soresnson said they 
are still very important to the team’s success.
“They are extremely valuable, the unsung 
heroes,” Sorenson said. “ey do a lot of grunt 
work — it’s stu that’s very important things 
that need to get done behind-the-scenes. You 
don’t think it’s a glamorous position, but it’s 
very important.”
Media day leaves food for thought
Cyclone managers make a splash on dry land
BY MEGAN.TESKE
@iowastatedaily.com
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Iowa State then-freshmen Jessi Storer swims the 1000-yard freestyle against Northern Iowa 
on Jan. 28, 2017. Storer nished rst with a time of 10:31.19.
BY NOAH.ROHLFING
@iowastatedaily.com
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Head coach Steve Prohm speaks at Iowa State men’s basketball media day Oct. 16.
Basketball 
season gets 
preview in 
Kansas City
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Director Vince Gilligan’s “El Camino: A 
Breaking Bad Movie” was released Oct. 11 
on Netix.
is lm serves as a direct sequel to the 
popular AMC show “Breaking Bad.” Airing 
from 2008 to 2013, there has been no further 
development in the story’s narrative. at is, 
until now.
“El Camino” follows Jesse Pinkman, a role 
reprised by Aaron Paul, and his escape from 
his drug cartel imprisonment after the events 
of the series. e majority of the run time is 
dedicated to showing Pinkman evading the 
police and other captors as he attempts to 
abandon his old life and start anew.
For those who did not have time to 
re-watch the entire series before the debut 
of the movie sequel, Netix provides a helpful 
three-minute recap before the movie starts. 
Viewers don’t need to have watched the show 
much at all to understand the plot, though.
In addition to the recap, the characters 
do a thorough enough job reintroducing 
themselves and their positions over others 
to follow along.
Alongside storylines in the present day, 
there are also multiple ashbacks to earlier 
scenes in the series. ese ashbacks arguably 
serve as the best parts of the movie.
Within the ashbacks, old characters from 
the original series make a comeback. Familiar 
faces are a refreshing and nostalgic sight to 
see as they provide a break in the tense pres-
ent-day chase scenes.
“El Camino” has a few elements that broke 
the expectations of its genre. Several jump 
scares and the realistic depictions of human 
tracking truly bring out the horror elements 
of this lm.
at being said, the rst half of the lm is 
a bit of a slow burn. ere are a few too many 
scenes of a panicked Jesse running around 
in the dark that tend to drag on a bit. After 
a scene that heavily nods to the Wild West 
genre, things pick up. And fast.
“El Camino” does what it was supposed 
to do, which is answer questions left after 
the series finale. Did Walter White die? 
Does Jesse make it out of the cartel? ese 
questions and more are given canon answers.
Overall, Gilligan’s lm provides satisfying, 
if not slow, closure to a beloved cast of char-
acters and storylines. With a few cameos and 
comic relief moments thrown in, “El Camino” 
makes for a gratifying end to the “Breaking 
Bad” series overall.
      
       FINAL VERDICT: 8/10
‘Breaking 
Bad’ movie 
a gratifying 
sequel
“My Hero Academia” came storming back into the 
lives of anime fans on Oct. 12, after a grueling 378 days 
since the season three nale. Seasons one through three 
proved to fans in the United States that the popular 
Japanese anime was even better than the pages of the 
comic. With vibrant colors, breathtaking ght scenes 
and complex yet devastating backstories, the anime 
adaption of “My Hero Academia” has claimed the 
hearts of manga and comic book lovers around the 
world.
After just the second episode of season four debuted 
this past weekend, many fans got a taste of what is to 
come, but nowhere near the whole enchilada. While 
episode two was tense by anime standards, much more 
is to come within the following episodes. Outside of 
the fact the episode was left on a mild clihanger, fans 
of the series are left salivating at the mouth for more 
content.
But why is it that so many fans of the beloved series 
feel disdain at the idea of reading the manga while 
simultaneously watching the anime? For many fans 
of “My Hero Academia,” life is beginning to become 
very busy; many fans are in college or even out with 
jobs and a mountain of responsibilities. Specically, 
most anime fans in the United States aren’t into read-
ing unless it is necessary or if it’s on their social media 
timeline. Sitting down and falling into the world of a 
black and white anime world isn’t nearly as enticing as 
it used to be. With so much visual stimuli embedded 
into the modern day, many fans can’t keep focused on 
this format for long.
One thing today’s young adults can keep focused 
on is television. People love to watch episodes of their 
favorite shows and even develop deep emotional ties 
to said shows after a shocking revelation or an action-
packed season nale. Sure, these same emotions can 
be evoked while reading, but the edge anime has over 
its manga predecessor is the visual spectacle. You can 
watch a character move from panel-to-panel in a 
comic or manga, but in anime the movement is uid 
and constant. A ght can be displayed in panels, but 
the movement is completely dependent on where you 
focus your eyes. e anime removes a lot of the work 
from constantly darting one’s eyes right to left to prog-
ress the story forward.
e color and light projections speak for themselves 
while watching an episode of anime. Manga has that 
one page with color to begin or end a chapter. It’s 
beautiful art but it doesn’t quite cut it in the way anime 
cuts it into a million pieces with a aming sword that 
ashes a dierent shade of green with every stroke. Go 
ahead and imagine that in black and white. e color, 
the dynamic movement and the reduced eyeball stress 
gives “anime only” fans a great excuse to not crack open 
a book. Everything except the one element that matters 
the absolute most, which is the story. If all comic book 
readers were only interested in the stories, there would 
be no necessity for images and panels and the content 
would just be good old fashioned books.
is is the argument that brings into question the 
validity of “anime only” fans because the images are noth-
ing without the stories that produce and connect them.
Outside of inciting massive controversy, “anime only,” 
“manga only” and “bi-appreciative” fans can all rejoice 
as the newest and possibly the most audacious season 
of “My Hero Academia” is here.
Christopher Edwin Breaux, otherwise 
known as Frank Ocean, is arguably one of 
the most inuential artists of this decade.
The New Orleans native was heavily 
inspired by the sounds of soul, funk and 
jazz that filled his community grow-
ing up. Ocean has not released a vast 
amount of music, but his impact on the 
music industry is remarkable. Ocean 
has seamlessly created his own R&B-
alternative sub-genre, inspiring many 
big name artists of today like Daniel 
Caesar, BROCKHAMPTON, Choker, 
Col3trane and Khalid.
S e v e n  y e a r s  a g o  Fr a n k  Oc e a n 
released his rst studio album “channel 
ORANGE,” but the album doesn’t sound 
like it has aged at all. “channel Orange” is 
not your typical studio album. Unlike his 
debut mixtape “Nostalgia Ultra,” “channel 
ORANGE’s” tracks do not connect and 
maintain the same style throughout the 
album. Ocean experiments with a variety 
of distorted pitches, samples and eects, 
which largely dierentiated this project 
from his mixtape. Despite the disconnect 
in topics, Ocean seamlessly manages to 
blend several dierent genres and un-re-
lated issues, like unrequited love, drug 
abuse, faith and internal conicts.
The fan favorite track “Thinkin Bout 
You” took the internet by storm when 
it was released. The record consists of 
Ocean reecting on a relationship with a 
past lover. e rst verse, “A tornado ew 
around my room before you came,” rep-
resents Ocean’s life and the messiness of 
it all. It is clear Ocean is broken up with 
his love, as he confesses they have been on 
his mind and misses them, but is unsure if 
the feeling is reciprocated.
“Lost ” is a gem on the album. The 
upbeat tempo of the song and Ocean’s 
calming voice contrast with the serious 
tale of a drug dealer’s lifestyle. e dealer’s 
girlfriend is lost in the continuous cycle 
of her boyfriend’s drug trafficking. She 
indulges in the fancy clothes, ights and 
lavish “thrill of it all” and helps him out 
by serving and “cooking dope.” e drug 
dealer wishes to settle down and have a 
normal life with his girl someday, but his 
lifestyle won’t allow it.
Seclusion is something Ocean is noto-
rious for. After he drops an album, he dis-
appears, leaving fans frustrated. He has a 
minimal social media presence. He rarely 
goes on tour, and seldom promotes when 
he is going to drop a song or album. Few 
artists can pull this o without losing a 
vast amount of their fanbase. Artists like 
Lauryn Hill faced similar backlash in the 
past for refusing to bask in the appraise of 
the public. Still, Ocean refuses to comply 
to the dated standards of fame and thrives 
in privacy.
It’s hard to grasp and face the reality the 
majority of people will never see one of 
this generation’s most beloved artists ever. 
But as Ocean has proved with his second 
studio album, “Blonde,” great things come 
to those who wait. His random singles and 
innovative artistry will have to satisfy fans 
craving for new music as they await for his 
next masterpiece.
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”My Hero Academia” is a manga and anime about 
a fictional world filled with superheroes.
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“El Camino: A Breaking Bad Movie” picks up where the TV show left o, revealing the fate of 
character Jesse Pinkman and answering questions fans may have had after the series nale 
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manager and festival director, said the stars 
must have aligned when Peach Pit, one of her 
favorite bands, agreed to headline this year. 
A Vancouver-based four-piece who describe 
themselves as “chewed bubblegum pop,” 
Peach Pit’s teenage-angst-meets-summer-
bummer rapport is exactly the kind of thing 
one would hear on channel 88.5. is makes 
them a seamless t for the station’s annual 
festival, and considering their recent pulse in 
popularity, an impressive one at that.
KURE’s former partnership with the 
Student Union Board (SUB) helped the festi-
val grow from featuring exclusively local bands 
to garnering nationally recognized talent.
“It was denitely a good partnership we 
had,” Nervig said. “Definitely, partnering 
with them we were able to get the larger acts.”
With growing prominence and the 
entrance of popular bands came the need for 
ticket prices, which is something the festival 
has always attempted to avoid.
“It is accessible to anyone,” Nervig said. “It’s 
a free show on Central Campus to students 
and [Ames] community members,”
KURE and SUB have since parted ways, 
and the festival has returned to being free of 
charge to maximize accessibility and avail-
ability to students.
e importance of music accessibility in 
student-dominated communities is of enor-
mous importance to KURE, as providing a 
free, localized festival with a heavy emphasis 
on local talent gives students the opportu-
nity to explore new music. is, in turn, also 
helps the lesser-known artists on the bill gain 
exposure.
Nervig said a huge emphasis is put on pair-
ing local acts with national artists.
“Right next to [accessibility], we also really 
want the local artists to be able to get their 
names on a poster with a nationally known 
act,” Nervig said.
Although most of this year’s lineup is 
local to Iowa, students can expect to enjoy 
a wide variety of genres. Nervig said Field 
Division gives off “Fleetwood Mac vibes,” 
while Gloom Balloon has some of the highest 
energy she’s ever seen.
Elizabeth Moen will bring an indie folk 
performance full of heart and soul to the 
table, and to nish o the night, Peach Pit 
will entail a mix of all of the above. Despite 
the contrast in styles in the lineup, Nervig 
teases there are no mists.
“They all just work together very well,” 
Nervig said.
is is Nervig’s second year as KURE Fest 
director and she said she considers herself 
lucky to play a large part in shaping Ames’ 
music community.
Inuences on both the management and 
talent ends of KURE Fest believe very 
strongly in music accessibility. Returning to 
KURE Fest this year is Gloom Balloon, an 
iconic Des Moines-based musical project 
steered by Patrick Tape Fleming, a former 
member of the band Poison Control Center.
Also a former long-time Ames resident, 
F leming is quite familiar with KURE. 
Fleming said he was heavily inuenced by 
the radio station when he began making 
music professionally.
“KURE was super important to me because 
these college radio DJs had the secret sauce to 
nding all this music that I had never heard 
or was unaware of,” Fleming said.
A huge advocate for local music exposure, 
Fleming has been known to volunteer and 
promote for organizations such as the Des 
Moines Music Coalition, whose members 
dedicate themselves to strengthening the 
local music scene in the greater Des Moines 
area and work to garner new music fans.
“e cool thing about KURE Fest, I think, 
is you probably get people who are only 
going to go to one or two concerts in a year,” 
Fleming said.
As a performer, Fleming heavily values 
KURE Fest’s ability to bring audience mem-
bers from all walks of life together, whether 
they are concert junkies or brand new to the 
music scene.
“To have that dichotomy in the audience 
is fucking awesome for a performer, I think,” 
Fleming said.
Previously assumed to be on hiatus after 
becoming a father, Fleming said he is excited 
to be working on a new album and will 
be performing never-before-heard songs 
during his set. While he spends most of his 
days reading, working and parenting, he said 
he can’t seem to quiet the voice in his head 
imploring him to write.
“All of a sudden I had 15 songs or so that 
came out of the stratosphere and plopped into 
my lap,” Fleming said. “I was like ‘well, guess 
I better make a record.’”
Gloom Balloon’s music has been known to 
cut straight to the emotional core of his lis-
teners, detailing all the trials and tribulations 
of his life — the good, the bad and the ugly. 
Fleming said he believes every record some-
body makes is like a pocket of their life at the 
time, and if his discography were a diary, he 
said the reader would be reading the last 10 
years of his life.
The blunt, poetic transparency Fleming 
exhibits in his studio recordings is bolded, 
italicized and underlined through his live 
performances where he displays explosive, 
emotive energy unlike any other.
Just beneath the somber veneer of Gloom 
Balloon lies Fleming’s humorous bite. When 
asked what he hopes the audience can take 
away from his upcoming performance, he 
said, “a record for fifteen dollars,” before 
laughing and explaining the real reason he 
does what he does is to form any connections 
he can with the audience.
“I just try to connect,” Fleming said. 
“Whether it ’s connecting with the song, 
connecting with the audience, connecting 
with myself or connecting with the environ-
ment around me.”
As one will quickly come to nd, the only 
opinion Fleming attempts to avoid warrant-
ing is non-opinion.
“I try to put on a show that even if you don’t 
like it, you’ll walk away and be like ‘that was 
strange,’ or ‘I’ve never seen anything like that’ 
or ‘that made me feel something’ — that’s 
what I’m going for,” Fleming said. “Music’s a 
pretty powerful thing. You can connect with 
the music, you can connect with the melody 
or the beat or you can just take some drugs 
and connect with the lights or something.”
Fleming even goes as far as to incorporate 
photo and video into his performances, in an 
eort to form a bond with those who have no 
interest in the music.
Fleming said he meticulously strives to 
make each and every Gloom Balloon show as 
idiosyncratic and interactive as he can, aiming 
to give the entire audience an extraordinary 
experience they won’t easily forget. KURE 
Fest will certainly be no exception.
“It will be a multimedia experience,” 
Fleming said. “Come prepared for props.”
Gloom Balloon will perform after Field 
Division and precede Elizabeth Moen and 
Peach Pit. 
e doors for KURE Fest open at 6 p.m. 
Friday in the Great Hall of the Memorial 
Union, and the performances will begin at 7 
p.m. Admission is free and open to the public.
more challenging.”
Included in Hunt’s press release was a criteria list for iden-
tication of SUDs. is list consisted of requirements such as 
drinking more or longer than intended, trying unsuccessfully 
to cut down, spending a lot of time drinking, craving to use the 
substance, failing to fulll obligations such as school or work, 
problems with family and friends, giving up activities, drinking 
in risky situations, alcohol-related health problems, tolerance 
and withdrawal.
Iowa State has a variety of resources for students suering 
from SUDs to get connected to a group or program to help aid 
them in their recovery. 
Such resources include Community and Family Resources, 
Youth Standing Strong, Association of Recovery in Higher 
Education, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration National Hotline and locators to help nd 
facilities for those seeking help.
“Colleges and universities should consider assessing the prev-
alence of substance use and substance use disorders on their 
own campuses to address barriers to treatment and plan appro-
priate prevention and intervention eorts,” Arterberry said.
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Patrick Tape Fleming, also known as Gloom Balloon, will return to KURE Fest this year. Second on the lineup after indie folk band Field Division, 
Gloom Balloon will bring a mix of emotions to audience members with his music.
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According to a study conducted by Brooke Arterberry, assistant professor of psychology, a large portion of young adults with 
substance use disorders did not receive treatment for their disorder at any point in their lifetime.
